Track Table: Inviting dining area with minimalist lines
Tactile surfaces, refined proportions and exceptional durability, all with a minimalist and light expression: Bolia presents the Track table. This new piece designed by Studio Nooi is part of the SS22 Spring Collection and
is available in two versions: outdoor and indoor.
Spring brings a fresh and inspiring new energy, calling for beautiful moments under the sun and bringing nature
into your home. The new pieces of the SS22 Collection by Bolia invite you to meet and enjoy moments together,
outdoors or in a light-filled interior. This is why the Track table is available in two versions: indoor and outdoor.
A powerful blend of raw materials, Track Outdoor is inspired by the Nordic landscape in which it blends perfectly, with a tabletop in solid concrete resting on a minimalist grey or black metal frame. Its lines are clean, the
details elegant and its proportions refined as well as practical. The materials have been carefully chosen for their
durability and weather-resistance. Track Outdoor will pair perfectly with a bench from the same series or a Seed
chair, for a light and harmonious expression.

The Track Indoor dining table combines luxurious FSC®-certified (FSC® C165134) solid oak with the same
minimalist metal frame for a light, understated look. Its proportions provide a warm and inviting dining room
that shines with Scandinavian design and spring sunshine. Track is compatible with two extension leaves, which
create a curved addition to the design. The arcs gracefully linking by the two planks when in use, can accommodate additional guests. In its indoor and outdoor versions, the Track table is inspired by Nordic nature and
comes to life in a fresh and refined expression of Scandinavian design heritage and traditional craftsmanship.

TRACK OUTDOOR
Price: €3,249
Dimensions: height 74 cm,
length 230 cm, width 90 cm
Material: concrete and
lacquered steel

TRACK INDOOR
Price: €3,249
Dimensions: height 74 cm,
length 200 cm, width 90 cm
Material: FSC®-certified oak
and lacquered steel

TRACK EXTENSION
LEAVES
Price: €889
Dimensions: height 3 cm, length
50 cm, width 90 cm
Material: FSC®-certified oak

Bolia.com
Bolia.com is a Danish design company with 75 stores in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Germany, Belgium,
the Netherlands, Switzerland, Austria, France and Luxembourg as well as online shops in 30 countries in
Europe. Bolia also works with over 600 dealers in more than 50 countries around the world.
The Bolia design collective includes more than 60 international designers who share a passion for
sustainable solutions and New Scandinavian Design. In close collaboration, two annual collections are
formed; always with the ever-changing Scandinavian nature as starting point and where every design
is tailor-made to suit the customer’s specific needs and wishes.
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